OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
001. REGIONAL NEWSPAPER

Award of Excellence

TAB Media
The Alabama Baptist
By TAB staff

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
002. NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWSPAPER

Award of Excellence

Mennonite World Review
Mennonite World Review
By Paul Schrag, editor

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
002. NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWSPAPER

Award of Merit

The Christian Recorder
The Christian Recorder
By AME Church Publishing House

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
002. NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWSPAPER

Honorable Mention

The Christian Chronicle
The Christian Chronicle: an international newspaper for Churches of Christ
By Erik Tryggestad, Bobby Ross Jr., Tonya Patton, Chellie Ison, Lynda Sheehan, Melinda Wilson, Joy McMillon, Laura Akins, Cheryl Mann Bacon, Hamil R. Harris

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
003. NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE (broad audience)
Award of Excellence

Broadview
April, July/August, November
By Jocelyn Bell, Editor/Publisher

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
003. NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE (broad audience)

Award of Merit

U.S. Catholic Magazine
U.S. Catholic Magazine
By USC editorial staff

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
003. NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE (broad audience)

Honorable Mention

Sojourners
Sojourners
By Jim Rice, Sandi Villarreal, Ed Spivey Jr., Candace Sanders, Julie Polter, Rose Marie Berger, Betsy Shirley, Da'Shawn Mosley, Jenna Barnett, Heather Brady, Joey Chin, Hannah Conklin,

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
004. DENOMINATIONAL OR OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINE (specific focus or target audience)

Award of Excellence

The Banner, Christian Reformed Church in NA
The Banner
By Shiao Chong, Editor; Sarah Heth, Associate Editor; Alissa Vernon, News Editor; Kristen Vanderberg, Our Shared Ministry Editor; Dean Heetderks, Art Director; Pete Euwema, Graphic Designer

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
004. DENOMINATIONAL OR OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINE (specific focus or target audience)
Award of Merit

In Trust Center for Theological Schools
In Trust Magazine
By In Trust

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
004. DENOMINATIONAL OR OTHER SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINE (specific focus or target audience)

Honorable Mention

The Covenant Companion
The Covenant Companion
By Companion Staff

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
005. SEMINARY PUBLICATION

Award of Excellence

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Concordia Seminary
By Vicki Biggs, Executive Editor; Melanie Ave, Managing Editor; Jayna Rollings, Art Director; Courtney Koll, Designer

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
007. JOURNAL

Award of Excellence

Ministry, International Journal for Pastors
January, March, and April 2020 issues
By Various

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
007. JOURNAL
Award of Merit

Concordia Seminary
Concordia Journal
By Charles Arand, Executive Editor; Travis Scholl, Editor; Melanie Appelbaum, Assistant Editor; Jayna Rollings, Creative Director; XiaoPei Chen, Graphic Designer

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
007. JOURNAL

Honorable Mention

Reflections journal
2020 issues: Spring 2020 (pdf, attached) and Fall 2020 (online at reflections.yale.edu)
By Ray Waddle, editor; Gregory Sterling, publisher

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
008. NEWSLETTER

Award of Excellence

RCA-CRC Disability Concerns
Breaking Barriers
By Terry DeYoung and Mark Stephenson, co-editors

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
008. NEWSLETTER

Award of Merit

Seeds of Hope Publishers
Hunger News & Hope
By Katie Cook, editor

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
008. NEWSLETTER

Honorable Mention

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
GA224 News
By OGA Communications

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
009. NEWS SERVICE

Award of Excellence

NAD NewsPoints
NAD NewsPoints
By Kimberly Luste Maran, editor; Georgia Damsteegt, assistant editor

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
009. NEWS SERVICE

Award of Merit

TAB Media
tabonline.org
By TAB staff

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
009. NEWS SERVICE

Honorable Mention

Presbyterian News Service/Presbyterian Mission Agency
Seattle pastor serves coronavirus
By Paul Seebeck

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
010. INDEPENDENT WEBSITE

Award of Excellence

The Baptist Standard
The Baptist Standard
By The Baptist Standard
OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
010. INDEPENDENT WEBSITE

Award of Merit

Faith & Leadership
Faith & Leadership
By Dave Odom, Sally Hicks, Jessamyn Rubio, Aleta Payne, Chris Karnadi, Emily Lund

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
010. INDEPENDENT WEBSITE

Honorable Mention

Global Sisters Report
Global Sisters Report
By Gail DeGeorge / Editor

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
011. BLOG

Award of Excellence

Presbyterian Outlook
Presbyterian Outlook blog
By Rebecca Gresham-Kesner, Joshua Musser Gritter, Julie Raffety, Jana Blazek and Outlook bloggers

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
011. BLOG

Award of Merit

The Network: CRC-RCA Disability Concerns
Disability Concerns (CRC & RCA)
By Peter Gordon; CRC-RCA Disability Concerns; Mark Stephenson and Terry DeYoung

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
011. BLOG
Honorable Mention

The Catholic Review
Open Window
By Rita Buettner

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
012. DIGITAL EDITION/MOBILE PUBLICATION
Award of Excellence
Metropolitan New York Synod of the ELCA
VIDEO TESTIMONIALS | 50, 40, 10 WOMEN’S ORDINATION CELEBRATION
By Roberto Lara

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
013. PUBLIC RELATIONS OR MARKETING CAMPAIGN
Award of Excellence
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Faith and Film Festival 2020
By Vicki Biggs, CCO; Jayna Rollings, Julia Staggenborg, Creative; Chris Miller, Web; Melanie Ave, Communications; Gabe Doiron, Video; Sid Hastings, Photographer

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
014. VIDEO PRODUCTION
Award of Excellence
ELCA
ELCA 2020 Video Production
By Will Nunnally, Brett Nelson and Dan Michel

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
014. VIDEO PRODUCTION
Award of Merit
Religion Unplugged
Church Van Plays Gospel Music To Calm Police And Protesters In Brooklyn
By Micah Danney

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
014. VIDEO PRODUCTION

Honorable Mention
Adventist Review Media
Radim'd
By Adventist Review Media

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
015. SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

Award of Excellence
U.S. Catholic magazine/uscatholic.org
US Catholic on Facebook
By USC editorial staff

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
015. SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

Award of Merit
The Christian Recorder
The Christian Recorder (Facebook page)
By Regina Jackson

OVERALL EXCELLENCE / BEST IN CLASS
015. SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

Honorable Mention
The Catholic Review
The Archdiocese of Baltimore’s Facebook Page
By Tim Swift
REPORTING AND WRITING
016. FEATURE ARTICLE: Newspaper/Newsletter

Award of Excellence

The Christian Chronicle
A long, lonely lockdown
By Erik Tryggestad

REPORTING AND WRITING
016. FEATURE ARTICLE: Newspaper/Newsletter

Award of Merit

National Catholic Reporter
'Nothing' bishop gets frank on married priests, Vatican under Francis
By Joshua J. McElwee

REPORTING AND WRITING
016. FEATURE ARTICLE: Newspaper/Newsletter

Honorable Mention

The Christian Chronicle
Forgiving Carla's killers
By Bobby Ross Jr.

REPORTING AND WRITING
017. FEATURE ARTICLE: News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Excellence

Faith & Leadership
Proclaiming the liberation narrative of God through church art
By Celeste Kennel-Shank, writer; Aleta Payne, editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
017. FEATURE ARTICLE: News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Merit
Methodists led response in earlier epidemic
By Heather Hahn

REPORTING AND WRITING
017. FEATURE ARTICLE: News Service/Website/Blog
Honorable Mention
Global Sisters Report
'Our most tragic time': Felician Sisters bear loss of 13 sisters to COVID-19
By Dan Stockman

REPORTING AND WRITING
018. FEATURE ARTICLE: Magazine, Short Format (1,200 words or fewer)
Award of Excellence
The Covenant Companion
The Word that Haunts
By Cecilia Williams

REPORTING AND WRITING
018. FEATURE ARTICLE: Magazine, Short Format (1,200 words or fewer)
Award of Merit
Word&Way
The First Baptist Vice President
By Brian Kaylor

REPORTING AND WRITING
018. FEATURE ARTICLE: Magazine, Short Format (1,200 words or fewer)
Honorable Mention
The Banner, Christian Reformed Church in NA
Making a Difference Through Mentoring
By Lemarr Jackson, Meghan Donohue
REPORTING AND WRITING
018. FEATURE ARTICLE: Magazine, Short Format (1,200 words or fewer)

Honorable Mention

Geez Magazine
File Your Paperwork!
By Ambrose Mary Gallagher

REPORTING AND WRITING
019. FEATURE ARTICLE: Magazine, Long Format (more than 1,200 words)

Award of Excellence

The Covenant Companion
Kinship to Creator
By Lenore Three Stars

REPORTING AND WRITING
019. FEATURE ARTICLE: Magazine, Long Format (more than 1,200 words)

Award of Merit

Broadview
Meltdown
By Susan Nerberg

REPORTING AND WRITING
019. FEATURE ARTICLE: Magazine, Long Format (more than 1,200 words)

Honorable Mention

Cumberland Presbyterian Magazine
The Woods Give Up their Secrets
By Matthew Rooney
REPORTING AND WRITING
020. NEWS STORY: Newspaper/Newsletter

Award of Excellence

The Christian Chronicle
Africa's other plague
By Erik Tryggestad

REPORTING AND WRITING
020. NEWS STORY: Newspaper/Newsletter

Award of Merit

Hunger News & Hope
Grace Baptist Church Sees a Different Way
By Dawn Michelle Michals

REPORTING AND WRITING
020. NEWS STORY: Newspaper/Newsletter

Honorable Mention

The Christian Chronicle
An emotional return: At site of Texas church shooting, a new beginning
By Bobby Ross Jr.

REPORTING AND WRITING
021. NEWS STORY: News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Excellence

Religion Unplugged
George Floyd's ministry friends say he was their 'OG,' a 'man of peace'
By Liza Vandenboom

REPORTING AND WRITING
021. NEWS STORY: News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Merit
Presbyterian News Service
Redeeming a racist bequest
By Mike Ferguson

REPORTING AND WRITING
021. NEWS STORY: News Service/Website/Blog

Honorable Mention

The Catholic Review
Amidst charges of racism against Flannery O’Connor, Loyola University Maryland renames residence hall
By George Matysek Jr.

REPORTING AND WRITING
022. NEWS STORY: Magazine

Award of Excellence

Broadview
Dead End
By Sally Armstrong

REPORTING AND WRITING
022. NEWS STORY: Magazine

Award of Merit

Embrace Magazine
On the Front Lines
By John Sotomayor

REPORTING AND WRITING
022. NEWS STORY: Magazine

Honorable Mention

Embrace Magazine
Called to Move
By John Sotomayor

REPORTING AND WRITING
023. CONVENTION OR MEETING COVERAGE: Newspaper/Newsletter
Award of Excellence
The Christian Chronicle
African 'Shark Tank' — coverage of the first graduation of Heritage Christian College in Ghana
By Erik Tryggestad

REPORTING AND WRITING
025. CONVENTION OR MEETING COVERAGE: Magazine, Short Format (1,200 words or fewer)
Award of Excellence
The Banner, Christian Reformed Church in NA
2020: The Synod That Wasn’t
By Gayla R. Postma

REPORTING AND WRITING
026. CONVENTION OR MEETING COVERAGE: Magazine, Long Format (more than 1,200 words)
Award of Excellence
The Banner, Christian Reformed Church in NA
Council of Delegates Coverage
By Gayla R. Postma

REPORTING AND WRITING
027. IN-DEPTH COVERAGE: Newspaper/Newsletter
Award of Excellence
The Christian Chronicle
Protests and prayers: Christians respond to George Floyd's death
By Bobby Ross Jr., Cheryl Mann Bacon, Erik Tryggestad, Chellie Ison and Hamil R. Harris
REPORTING AND WRITING
027. IN-DEPTH COVERAGE: Newspaper/Newsletter

Award of Merit

National Catholic Reporter
Cardinal Pell's release stokes concerns about Australia's plenary council
By Joshua J. McElwee

REPORTING AND WRITING
027. IN-DEPTH COVERAGE: Newspaper/Newsletter

Honorable Mention

The Christian Chronicle
The church and COVID-19
By Erik Tryggestad, Chellie Ison, Cheryl Mann Bacon, Laura Akins, Erin Floyd, Hamil R. Harris, Bobby Ross Jr.

REPORTING AND WRITING
028. IN-DEPTH COVERAGE: News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Excellence

Religion Unplugged
COVID-19 Is Fueling A New Jesus Movement
By Meagan Clark, Haeven Gibbons

REPORTING AND WRITING
028. IN-DEPTH COVERAGE: News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Merit

Global Sisters Report
Coronavirus Coverage / Women Religious
By GSR Staff & Contributors
Honorable Mention

Presbyterian Outlook
Faith and food insecurity in North Carolina
By Leslie Scanlon

REPORTING AND WRITING
029. IN-DEPTH COVERAGE: Magazine/Journal

Award of Excellence

The Covenant Companion
Doing Justice
By Companion Staff

REPORTING AND WRITING
029. IN-DEPTH COVERAGE: Magazine/Journal

Award of Merit

Broadview
Final Wish + Our Last Day
By Kevin Spurgaitis and Judith Pettersen

REPORTING AND WRITING
029. IN-DEPTH COVERAGE: Magazine/Journal

Honorable Mention

In Trust Center for Theological Schools
Beyond the Pandemic
By In Trust

REPORTING AND WRITING
030. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Excellence

Presbyterian Outlook
George Floyd is my brother
By Jill Duffield

REPORTING AND WRITING
030. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Merit

The Baptist Standard
Voices: Am I worth fighting for?
By Trent Richardson

REPORTING AND WRITING
030. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: News Service/Website/Blog

Honorable Mention

Adventist Review/Adventist Review Media
Victory at Home
By Stephen Chavez

REPORTING AND WRITING
031. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: Newspaper/Newsletter/Magazine/Journal

Award of Excellence

Sojourners
Another World Is Possible
By Rose Marie Berger

REPORTING AND WRITING
031. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: Newspaper/Newsletter/Magazine/Journal

Award of Merit

Baptist Peacemaker
No Turning Back
By LeeAnn McKenna
REPORTING AND WRITING
031. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: Newspaper/Newsletter/Magazine/Journal

Honorable Mention

Geez Magazine
Behind the Scenes at Geez: Breaking Grammatical Law
By Alyssa Selasky

REPORTING AND WRITING
032. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: James Solheim Award for Editorial Courage

Award of Excellence

Presbyterian Outlook
The inherent problem of whiteness in our polity
By Jill Duffield

REPORTING AND WRITING
032. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: James Solheim Award for Editorial Courage

Award of Merit

The Covenant Companion
Practicing Presence
By Companion Staff

REPORTING AND WRITING
032. EDITORIAL OR OPINION: James Solheim Award for Editorial Courage

Honorable Mention

The Christian Chronicle
A minister’s claim of ‘crocodile tears’ and ‘phony outrage’ over George Floyd’s death
By Bobby Ross Jr.

REPORTING AND WRITING
033. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: Newspaper/Newsletter

Award of Excellence
RCA-CRC Disability Concerns
Breaking Barriers, Spring 2020 (Visual Impairment and Blindness)
By Terry DeYoung and Mark Stephenson, co-editors

REPORTING AND WRITING
033. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: Newspaper/Newsletter
Award of Merit
Hunger News & Hope
COVID-19 & Minoritized Populations
By Katie Cook, Linda Freeo, Jessica Foumena Kempton, Marv Knox, Dawn Michelle Michals, Michael Williamson

REPORTING AND WRITING
033. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: Newspaper/Newsletter
Honorable Mention
The Christian Chronicle
Trump vs. Biden
By Bobby Ross Jr.

REPORTING AND WRITING
034. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: News Service/Website
Award of Excellence
Global Sisters Report
A Place to Call Home
By GSR Staff & Contributors

REPORTING AND WRITING
034. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: News Service/Website
Award of Merit
Unbound: An Interactive Journal on Christian Social Justice (www.justiceunbound.org)
Starry Black Night: A Womanist Advent Devotional
By Black Women and Black non-Binary Folk

REPORTING AND WRITING
034. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: News Service/Website

Honorable Mention

Religion Unplugged
God and Guns
By Paul Glader, Michael Smith

REPORTING AND WRITING
035. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: Magazine/Journal

Award of Excellence

Ministry, International Journal for Pastors
And Deliver Us From Evil...
By Various

REPORTING AND WRITING
035. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: Magazine/Journal

Award of Merit

Broadview
Rethinking the Police
By Aleysa Haniff, Sadiya Ansari, Albina Retyunskikh

REPORTING AND WRITING
035. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: Magazine/Journal

Honorable Mention

Anabaptist World
Political faith, faithful politics
By Paul Schrag, editor; Tim Huber, associate editor; Hannah Gerig Meyer, designer
REPORTING AND WRITING
036. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: Blog or Social Media

Award of Excellence

Presbyterian Outlook
People of the words
By Andrew Taylor-Troutman

REPORTING AND WRITING
036. THEME ISSUE, SECTION, OR SERIES: Blog or Social Media

Award of Merit

Presbyterian Outlook
Expecting during the unexpected
By Joshua Musser-Gritter

REPORTING AND WRITING
037. INTERVIEW

Award of Excellence

The Christian Century
Called from death
By Jessica Hooten Wilson on Ross Wilson

REPORTING AND WRITING
037. INTERVIEW

Award of Merit

Adventist Review/Adventist Review Media
Needed: A Whole Church Response
By Bill Knott with Dr. Peter Landless

REPORTING AND WRITING
037. INTERVIEW

Honorable Mention
Living City Magazine
"Now I get what you are saying"
By Susanne Janssen

REPORTING AND WRITING
038. BIOGRAPHICAL PROFILE

Award of Excellence

Religion News Service
Rev. C.T. Vivian, longtime civil rights activist, dies at 95
By Adelle M. Banks

REPORTING AND WRITING
038. BIOGRAPHICAL PROFILE

Award of Merit

Gather/Women of the ELCA
Telling her own story: The life and lessons of Jarena Lee
By Laura J. Gifford, author; Elizabeth Hunter, editor; Sarah Carson, managing editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
038. BIOGRAPHICAL PROFILE

Honorable Mention

Sojourners
"They Have Threatened Us With Resurrection"
By Emilie Teresa Smith

REPORTING AND WRITING
039. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): Newspaper/Newsletter

Award of Excellence

National Catholic Reporter
First, lasts and heeding the coronavirus realities
By Joshua J. McElwee
REPORTING AND WRITING
039. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): Newspaper/Newsletter

Award of Merit

Forum Letter/American Lutheran Publicity Bureau
The roots of my racism
By Richard O. Johnson

REPORTING AND WRITING
039. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): Newspaper/Newsletter

Honorable Mention

TAB Media
Fresh grief ushers in different kind of Christmas for Debbie
By Debbie Campbell

REPORTING AND WRITING
040. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): Magazine/Journal

Award of Excellence

Sojourners
My Church and Harvey Weinstein
By Rowena Chiu

REPORTING AND WRITING
040. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): Magazine/Journal

Award of Merit

Inspire Magazine/St. Philip the Deacon Lutheran Church
Practicing Proximity
By Norah Long
REPORTING AND WRITING
040. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): Magazine/Journal

Honorable Mention

The Covenant Companion
The Word that Haunts
By Cecilia Williams

REPORTING AND WRITING
041. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Excellence

Faith & Leadership
Who cares for the shepherds? The secondary trauma of faith leaders must be addressed
By Jessica Young Brown, writer

REPORTING AND WRITING
041. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Merit

Word&Way
What If No One Comes Back to Church After Coronavirus?
By Beau Underwood

REPORTING AND WRITING
041. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Short Format): News Service/Website/Blog

Honorable Mention

prayerandpolitiks.org
A Broadman Hymnal story
By Ken Sehested

REPORTING AND WRITING
042. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Long format): Newspaper/Newsletter/News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Excellence
In Trust magazine
The mission of the seminary in an age of nostalgia
By Anna M. Robbins

REPORTING AND WRITING
042. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Long format): Newspaper/Newsletter/News Service/Website/Blog

Award of Merit

Faith & Leadership
In a season of reckonings, forgiveness is not forgetting
By Anthea Butler, writer

REPORTING AND WRITING
042. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Long format): Newspaper/Newsletter/News Service/Website/Blog

Honorable Mention

Faith & Leadership
The pastoral challenge of a Brooklyn church and COVID-19
By Gary V. Simpson, writer

REPORTING AND WRITING
043. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Long format): Magazine/Journal

Award of Excellence

Broadview
Next of Kin
By Trisha Elliott

REPORTING AND WRITING
043. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Long format): Magazine/Journal

Award of Merit

The Christian Century
Lament, not forgiveness
By Waltrina Middleton
REPORTING AND WRITING
043. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE (Long format): Magazine/Journal

Honorable Mention

The Christian Century
Family politics
By Teri Ott

REPORTING AND WRITING
044. COLUMN: Newspaper/News Service/Newsletter/Website/Blog

Award of Excellence

Global Sisters Report
Horizons Columns by Sr. Colleen Gibson
By Sr. Colleen Gibson

REPORTING AND WRITING
044. COLUMN: Newspaper/News Service/Newsletter/Website/Blog

Award of Merit

Religion Unplugged
Inside The $100 Million Russian Church Meant To Honor Putin, Stalin And War
By Alexei Lidov

REPORTING AND WRITING
044. COLUMN: Newspaper/News Service/Newsletter/Website/Blog

Honorable Mention

The Christian Recorder
Politics, Public Policy, Ethics and Education
By Quardricos B. Driskell
REPORTING AND WRITING
045. COLUMN: Magazine/Journal

Award of Excellence

Sojourners
The Hungry Spirit
By Rose Marie Berger

REPORTING AND WRITING
045. COLUMN: Magazine/Journal

Award of Merit

U.S. Catholic Magazine
Testaments
By Alice Camille

REPORTING AND WRITING
045. COLUMN: Magazine/Journal

Honorable Mention

The Covenant Companion
Jelani Greenidge
By Jelani Greenidge

REPORTING AND WRITING
046. DEPARTMENT: Print Publications

Award of Excellence

Messenger/Church of the Brethren
The Exchange
By Walt Wiltschek

REPORTING AND WRITING
046. DEPARTMENT: Print Publications

Award of Merit
REPORTING AND WRITING
046. DEPARTMENT: Print Publications

Honorable Mention

Broadview
Snapshot
By Kristy Woudstra (editor), Carol Moskot (designer)

REPORTING AND WRITING
047. DEPARTMENT: Online Publications

Award of Excellence

Faith & Leadership
Resources for Christian leaders during the coronavirus pandemic
By Chris Karnadi, associate editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
047. DEPARTMENT: Online Publications

Award of Merit

Faith & Leadership
News & Ideas
By Chris Karnadi, associate editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
048. CRITICAL REVIEW

Award of Excellence

National Catholic Reporter
Book review of "Last Witnesses"
By Chris Herlinger
REPORTING AND WRITING
048. CRITICAL REVIEW

Award of Merit

Sojourners
Building the Worlds We Want to See
By Faith-Marie Zamblé

REPORTING AND WRITING
048. CRITICAL REVIEW

Award of Merit

The Christian Century
Bringing in the sheaves
By Valerie Weaver-Zercher

REPORTING AND WRITING
048. CRITICAL REVIEW

Honorable Mention

Gather/Women of the ELCA
Reading with young children at Advent: These picture books celebrate, await the coming of Christ.
By Elizabeth Hunter, author; Sarah Carson, managing editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
049. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Award of Excellence

Broadview
Letters
By David Wilson
REPORTING AND WRITING
049. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Award of Merit

Mennonite World Review
Letters & Comments
By Paul Schrag, editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
049. LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Honorable Mention

Geez Magazine
Letters
By Lydia Wylie-Kellermann, editor; Kateri Boucher, associate editor; Lucia Wylie-Eggert, art director

REPORTING AND WRITING
050. POETRY

Award of Excellence

The Christian Century
One winter: Forty new O Antiphons
By Diane Tucker

REPORTING AND WRITING
050. POETRY

Award of Merit

The Christian Century
Prayer in a cloud of ginger tea
By Karen An-Hwei Lee

REPORTING AND WRITING
050. POETRY
Honorable Mention

Geez Magazine
Instructions on Being with Trees
By Dee Dee Risher, writer; Lydia Wylie-Kellermann, editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
051. SERVICE JOURNALISM

Award of Excellence

The Journal of Adventist Education
Classroom Media Literacy Tools for Combating Disinformation and Fake News
By Suellen Timm

REPORTING AND WRITING
051. SERVICE JOURNALISM

Award of Merit

Sojourners
A Roadmap for Moral Resistance
By Barbara Williams-Skinner, Adam Russell Taylor, Rose Marie Berger, Betsy Shirley

REPORTING AND WRITING
051. SERVICE JOURNALISM

Honorable Mention

NAD NewsPoints
Help, I Need to Do Virtual Church! Best Practices for Taking Your Church Service Online
By Nick Wolfer

REPORTING AND WRITING
051. SERVICE JOURNALISM

Honorable Mention

The Journal of Adventist Education
Overcoming Five Challenges of Teaching in a Hybrid Classroom
By Gary Bradley, Stella Bradley, and Jeannie Larrabee

REPORTING AND WRITING
052. PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE

Award of Excellence

Faith & Leadership
Resources for Christian leaders during the coronavirus pandemic
By Chris Karnadi, associate editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
052. PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE

Award of Merit

Ministry, International Journal for Pastors
Playful Fathers
By Richard Daly

REPORTING AND WRITING
052. PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE

Honorable Mention

Gather/Women of the ELCA
Passing the peace: We are called to reconciliation, not quiet.
By The Rev. Tiffany C. Cheney, author; Elizabeth Hunter, editor; Sarah Carson, managing editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
053. HUMOR, WRITTEN

Award of Excellence

Sojourners
What Does a Cookie Say About You?
By Ed Spivey Jr.
REPORTING AND WRITING
053. HUMOR, WRITTEN

Award of Merit

Geez Magazine
Parables of the Kingdom
By Isaiah Lewis

REPORTING AND WRITING
053. HUMOR, WRITTEN

Honorable Mention

Word&Way
Treating Costco Like My Church
By Brian Kaylor

REPORTING AND WRITING
054. THEOLOGICAL OR SCHOLARLY ARTICLE

Award of Excellence

The Christian Index / Christian Methodist Episcopal Church
Theological Reflections on African American Biblical Interpretation
By Rev. Dr. Darvin A. Adams I

REPORTING AND WRITING
054. THEOLOGICAL OR SCHOLARLY ARTICLE

Award of Merit

Baptist Peacemaker
With Hands in the Clay: Re-creating New Realities, Imagining a Just World without Violence
By Doris García-Rivera

REPORTING AND WRITING
054. THEOLOGICAL OR SCHOLARLY ARTICLE

Honorable Mention
Ministry, International Journal for Pastors
"Your Face, Lord, I Will Seek": Toward the Theology of the Face of God
By Jiri Moskala

REPORTING AND WRITING
055. BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION

Award of Excellence

Messenger/Church of the Brethren
Compassion
By Bobbi Dykema

REPORTING AND WRITING
055. BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION

Award of Merit

Sojourners
Called to a Dangerous Oddness
By Walter Brueggemann

REPORTING AND WRITING
055. BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION

Honorable Mention

Gather magazine
God's time: It didn't mean what I thought it did.
By Rebecca Eve Schweitzer, writer; Elizabeth Hunter, editor; Sarah Carson, managing editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
056. THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION: Short format (1,200 words or less)

Award of Excellence

Faith & Leadership
Baptism as sacramentally, essentially anti-racist
By Kelly Ryan, writer
REPORTING AND WRITING
056. THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION: Short format (1,200 words or less)

Award of Merit

Reflections journal, Yale Divinity School
"Throw-Pillow Theology"
By Ellen B. Koneck

REPORTING AND WRITING
056. THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION: Short format (1,200 words or less)

Honorable Mention

The Christian Recorder
Redemption from Hell
By Jazmine Brooks

REPORTING AND WRITING
057. THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION: Long format (more than 1,200 words)

Award of Excellence

The Christian Century
Caught up in God
By Willie Jennings

REPORTING AND WRITING
057. THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION: Long format (more than 1,200 words)

Award of Merit

Messenger/Church of the Brethren
The wounds of war and a place for peace
By Wendy McFadden
REPORTING AND WRITING
057. THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION: Long format (more than 1,200 words)

Honorable Mention

The Christian Century
The politics of disgust
By Isaac Villegas

REPORTING AND WRITING
058. DEVOTIONAL/INSPIRATIONAL: Short format (1,200 words or fewer)

Award of Excellence

The Catholic Review
In the footsteps if St. Isaac Jogues
By George Matysek Jr.

REPORTING AND WRITING
058. DEVOTIONAL/INSPIRATIONAL: Short format (1,200 words or fewer)

Award of Merit

Sojourners
Julia Alvarez Learns to Meditate on Death and Gets a Glimpse of What Lies Beyond
By Julia Alvarez

REPORTING AND WRITING
058. DEVOTIONAL/INSPIRATIONAL: Short format (1,200 words or fewer)

Honorable Mention

The Banner, Christian Reformed Church in NA
Mindfulness and the Christian Faith
By Irene Kraegel

REPORTING AND WRITING
059. DEVOTIONAL/INSPIRATIONAL: Long format (more than 1,200 words)

Award of Excellence
A tear in the ribbon of time
By Violet Cucciniello Little, author; Elizabeth Hunter, editor; Sarah Carson, managing editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
059. DEVOTIONAL/INSPIRATIONAL: Long format (more than 1,200 words)

Award of Merit

Presbyterian Outlook
Spirituals as faith formation
By Phillip Morgan

REPORTING AND WRITING
059. DEVOTIONAL/INSPIRATIONAL: Long format (more than 1,200 words)

Honorable Mention

Adventist Review/Adventist Review Media
Above the Fray
By Michael Peabody

REPORTING AND WRITING
060. BIBLE RESOURCE

Award of Excellence

Unbound: An Interactive Journal on Christian Social Justice (www.justiceunbound.org)
Starry Black Night: A Womanist Advent Devotional
By The Black Women and Non-Binary Folk of Starry Black Night

REPORTING AND WRITING
060. BIBLE RESOURCE

Award of Merit

Unbound: An Interactive Journal on Christian Social Justice (www.justiceunbound.org)
Ashes to Rainbows: A Queer Lenten Devotional
By Managing Editor, Rev. Lee Catoe, Rev. Alex McNeill, and Rev. Jess Cook
REPORTING AND WRITING
060. BIBLE RESOURCE

Honorable Mention

Gather magazine / WELCA
Just love
By The Rev. Dr. Christa Compton and the Rev. Gladys Moore, authors; Elizabeth Hunter, editor;
Sarah Carson, managing editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
061. SEASONAL ARTICLE

Award of Excellence

U.S. Catholic magazine/uscatholic.org
How ‘A Charlie Brown Christmas’ became America’s passion play
By Damian Costello

REPORTING AND WRITING
061. SEASONAL ARTICLE

Award of Merit

Adventist Review/Adventist Review Media
Angel Music Season
By Lael Caesar

REPORTING AND WRITING
061. SEASONAL ARTICLE

Honorable Mention

Broadview
On Good Friday Amid a Plague, a Hard Truth Emerges
By David Giuliano
REPORTING AND WRITING
064. BOOKS: DEVOTIONAL

Award of Excellence

Geez Magazine
Summoning Advent Stillness: A Season of Contemplation and Resistance
By Lydia Wylie-Kellermann, editor; Lucia Wylie-Eggert, art director; Kateri Boucher, associate editor

REPORTING AND WRITING
066. BEST DISAPPROVING LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Award of Excellence

Gather magazine
"I'm done with your diversity."
By Name redacted, address omitted from envelope; Elizabeth Hunter, editor; Sarah Carson, managing editor

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
067. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: MAGAZINE COVER

Award of Excellence

Sojourners
Unafraid to Hope
By Tracie Ching, Candace Sanders

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
067. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: MAGAZINE COVER

Award of Merit

Broadview
April cover
By Carol Moskot
Honorable Mention

Cumberland Presbyterian Magazine
Being the Church Amid Covid-19
By Sowgand Shiekholeslami

Award of Merit

Mennonite World Review
Mennonite World Review
By Paul Schrag, editor

Honorable Mention

The Christian Chronicle
Troublesome times
By Erik Tryggestad

Award of Excellence

Sojourners
The Legacy of the White Lion
By Dave McClinton, Candace Sanders

Award of Merit
Broadview
View From the Top
By Carol Moskot

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
069. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: MAGAZINE/JOURNAL DESIGN, SPREAD OR STORY

Award of Merit

In Trust Magazine
Resistance and Self-Determination
By Carla Frank

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
070. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: MAGAZINE/JOURNAL DESIGN, ENTIRE ISSUE

Award of Excellence

Presbyterian Outlook
Being in community during COVID-19 (August 24, 2020)
By Jen Jones

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
070. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: MAGAZINE/JOURNAL DESIGN, ENTIRE ISSUE

Award of Merit

Sojourners
A Christian Case for Reparations
By Candace Sanders, Ed Spivey Jr.

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
070. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: MAGAZINE/JOURNAL DESIGN, ENTIRE ISSUE

Honorable Mention

Gather magazine
Gather May 2020 issue
By Karli Pawlak, Kelly McMurray, 2Communique, designers; Elizabeth Hunter, editor; Sarah
Carson, managing editor

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
071. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: NEWSPAPER/NEWSLETTER DESIGN, SPREAD OR STORY

Award of Excellence

The Christian Chronicle
A church 'like a bus'
By Erik Tryggestad

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
073. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: ILLUSTRATION, WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE

Award of Excellence

Sojourners
The Legacy of the White Lion
By Dave McClinton

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
073. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: ILLUSTRATION, WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE

Award of Merit

Adventist World/Adventist Review Media
Adventist World August 2020 Prophetic Pandemic Image
By Steve Creitz

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
073. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: ILLUSTRATION, WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE

Honorable Mention

Broadview
High Stakes
By Sébastien Thibault
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
074. ART/DESIGN/GRAPHICS: PRINT PUBLICATION REDESIGN

Award of Excellence

Anabaptist World
Anabaptist World
By Paul Schrag, editor; Hannah Gerig Meyer, designer

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
075. ONLINE MEDIA: PUBLICATION WEBSITE

Award of Excellence

The Catholic Review
CatholicReview.org
By George Matysek Jr.

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
075. ONLINE MEDIA: PUBLICATION WEBSITE

Award of Merit

Broadview
Broadview.org
By Emma Prestwich, Aleysha Haniff

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
075. ONLINE MEDIA: PUBLICATION WEBSITE

Honorable Mention

Concordia Seminary
Concordiatheology.org
By Charles Arand, Executive Editor; Erik Herrmann, Director; Travis Scholl, Editor; Melanie Appelbaum, Assistant Editor; Chris Miller, Web Developer; Dale Ward, Senior Media Producer; Jayna Rollings, Creative Director
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
076. ONLINE MEDIA: WEB SITE REDESIGN

Award of Excellence

Ursuline Sisters of Louisville
Angela Merici Center for Spirituality website
By Kathy Williams

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
076. ONLINE MEDIA: WEB SITE REDESIGN

Award of Merit

U.S. Catholic magazine/uscatholic.org
uscatholic.org
By USC editorial staff

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
076. ONLINE MEDIA: WEB SITE REDESIGN

Honorable Mention

The Catholic Review
CatholicReview.org Redesign
By George Matysek Jr. and Sara Travlos

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
078. PHOTOGRAPHY: SINGLE PHOTO WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE: Newspaper/News Service/Newsletter

Award of Excellence

Global Sisters Report
Sisters provide shelter, clean water after hurricanes hit Central America
By Gregg Brekke

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
078. PHOTOGRAPHY: SINGLE PHOTO WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE: Newspaper/News
Service/Newsletter

Award of Merit

TAB Media
Wheelhouse Salon mural
By Jessica Ingram

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
079. PHOTOGRAPHY: SINGLE PHOTO WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE: Magazine/Journal

Award of Excellence

Sojourners
"An Organic Part of Who We Are"
By Lloyd Wolf

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
079. PHOTOGRAPHY: SINGLE PHOTO WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE: Magazine/Journal

Award of Merit

The Catholic Review
Star of the Sea
By Kevin J. Parks

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
079. PHOTOGRAPHY: SINGLE PHOTO WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE: Magazine/Journal

Honorable Mention

Broadview
Sean Cribbin portrait
By Nick Wong

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
080. PHOTOGRAPHY: SINGLE PHOTO WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE: Blog/Social Media/Website

Award of Excellence
Sojourners.com
The Interfaith Chaplains of the Capitol Hill Organized Protest
By Gregg Brekke

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
080. PHOTOGRAPHY: SINGLE PHOTO WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE: Blog/Social Media/Website

Award of Merit
The Catholic Review
Faith and Blue
By Kevin J. Parks

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
080. PHOTOGRAPHY: SINGLE PHOTO WITH ARTICLE OR CUTLINE: Blog/Social Media/Website

Honorable Mention
Presbyterian Foundation
Virtual Good Friday in COVID - April 10, 2020
By Gregg Brekke

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
082. PHOTOGRAPHY: PHOTO SPREAD: Magazine/Journal

Award of Excellence
Word&Way
Masks
By Brian Kaylor, Holly Hyde

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
082. PHOTOGRAPHY: PHOTO SPREAD: Magazine/Journal

Award of Merit
The Catholic Review
Five Good Guys
By Kevin J. Parks
Honorable Mention

The Mennonite
Vernal Pools of Appalachia
By Hannah Gerig Meyer, designer

Award of Excellence

Word&Way
Mount Vernon Missionary Baptist Church
By Brian Kaylor

Award of Excellence

Adventist Review TV/Adventist Review Media
Adventist Review TV Christmas Special
By Gabriel Begle, Wilona Karimabadi/Producers

Award of Merit

The Catholic Review
REAL Mission Project
By Kevin J. Parks
Honorable Mention

The Catholic Review
Mount St. Joseph High School Family Wrestling Legacy
By Kevin J. Parks

Award of Excellence

Broadview
How a Gift of Land Is Helping Yazidi Refugees Farm Again
By Rudy Gauer, Emma Prestwich

Award of Merit

ELCA
On campus, on a mission
By Will Nunnally and Dan Michel

Award of Excellence

Presbyterian News Service/Presbyterian Mission Agency
Matthew 25: Building Congregational Vitality
By Paul Seebeck, Mission Communications Specialist

Award of Merit
Adventist Review TV/Adventist Review Media
Mary, Did You Know?
By Radiance Acapella/Adventist Review TV

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
087: VIDEO: EDUCATIONAL/INFORMATIVE

Honorable Mention

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
Co-Moderators report to GA224
By Randy Hobson

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
088. VIDEO: EDITORIAL

Award of Merit

ELCA
A Thriving Church
By Will Nunnally, Brett Nelson and Dan Michel

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
089: VIDEO: VIDEO SERIES (Vlog, video podcast, etc.)

Award of Excellence

ELCA
Church Together–Apart
By Will Nunnally, Alex Baird and Laury Rinker

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
089: VIDEO: VIDEO SERIES (Vlog, video podcast, etc.)

Award of Merit

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Mission Works: Thanks to Donors
By Dale Ward, Video; Dale A. Meyer, Kathy Luther, Writers; Chris Miller, Web; Vicki Biggs,
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
089: VIDEO: VIDEO SERIES (Vlog, video podcast, etc.)

Honorable Mention

Gather magazine
Gather magazine, "Holy time" Fall 2020 video series
By Meghan Johnston Aelabouni, Bible study presenter; Elizabeth Hunter, editor; Sarah Carson, managing editor

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
091. PODCAST/AUDIO SERIES

Award of Excellence

The Catholic Review
Catholic Review Radio
By Christopher Gunty and George Matysek Jr.

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
091. PODCAST/AUDIO SERIES

Award of Merit

Word&Way
Baptist Without An Adjective
By Brian Kaylor

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
091. PODCAST/AUDIO SERIES

Honorable Mention

NAD NewsPoints
NAD NewsPoints ON THE AIR
By Mylon Medley, producer/host; Dan Weber, Julio Munoz, Kimberly Luste Maran, executive producers; Jonathan LaPointe, graphics
VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
092. INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS

Award of Excellence

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Call Day 2020
By Vicki Biggs, CCO; Jayna Rollings, Courtney Koll, Creative; Chris Miller, Web; Melanie Ave, Sarah Maney and Erica Tape, Communications; Dale Ward, John Clifton, Video

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
092. INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS

Award of Merit

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Jesus Christ ... Forever 2020-21 academic year branding
By Vicki Biggs, CCO; Jayna Rollings, Creative; Chris Miller, Web/Video; Melanie Ave, Sarah Maney, Communications; Dale Ward, Video

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
092. INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS

Honorable Mention

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Faith and Film Festival 2020
By Vicki Biggs, CCO; Jayna Rollings, Julia Staggenborg, Creative; Chris Miller, Web; Melanie Ave, Communications; Gabe Doiron, Video; Sid Hastings, Photographer

MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
094. TRADITIONAL NEWS RELEASE

Award of Excellence

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
President Emeritus Meyer honored with festschrift
By Sarah Maney, Writer; Melanie Ave, Vicki Biggs, Editors
MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
094. TRADITIONAL NEWS RELEASE

Award of Merit

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Outdoor summer carillon concerts slated for June
By Sarah Maney, Writer; Melanie Ave, Vicki Biggs, Editors

MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
095. ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER

Award of Excellence

Boldcafe.org
Boldcafe.org monthly HTML newsletter: August 2020, November 2020 December 2020
By Elizabeth McBride

MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
095. ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER

Award of Merit

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
GA224 News
By PC(USA) Communications

MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
095. ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER

Honorable Mention

The Banner, Christian Reformed Church in NA
The Banner Update
By Shiao Chong, Editor; Sarah Heth, Associate Editor; Alissa Vernon, News Editor; Kristen Vanderberg, Our Shared Ministry Editor; Dean Heetderks, Art Director; Pete Euwema, Graphic Designer
Award of Excellence

Ursuline Sisters of Louisville and other religious communities
Statement on the grand jury announcement on Sept. 23 in the Breonna Taylor case
By Kathy Williams

Award of Merit

The Christian Chronicle
Is this REALLY who we are?
By Chellie Ison

Honorable Mention

The Christian Recorder
Immanuel Temple Shares Pizzas with Philadelphia
By Regina Jackson and Mark Tyler

Award of Excellence

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Prof Insights 2020
By Vicki Biggs, CCO; Jayna Rollings, Julia Staggenborg, Creative; Chris Miller, Web; Melanie Ave, Sarah Maney, Erica Tape, Communications
Award of Merit

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Faith and Film Festival 2020
By Vicki Biggs, CCO; Jayna Rollings, Julia Staggenborg, Creative; Chris Miller, Web; Melanie Ave, Communications; Gabe Doiron, Dale Ward, Ryan Arnold, Video; Sid Hastings, Photographer

SOCIAL MEDIA
100. EVENT PROMOTION / MARKETING CAMPAIGN / BRAND AWARENESS

Honorable Mention

Concordia Seminary, St. Louis
Lay Bible Institute 2020
By Vicki Biggs, CCO; Jayna Rollings, Courtney Koll, Creative; Chris Miller, Web; Melanie Ave, Sarah Maney, Communications

By

By

By